
 

There's a gin renaissance in Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe is experiencing a flourishing gin renaissance, and at the forefront of this movement is Victoria Falls Gin. Crafted
with a blend of baobab fruit, buffalo thorn honey, grains of paradise, and a touch of magic from the falls, Victoria Falls Gin
has not only become a symbol of Zimbabwean pride but also stands out for its commitment to uplifting local communities.
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In recent years, the gin scene in Zimbabwe has witnessed remarkable growth, with enthusiasts embracing a diverse range
of flavours and profiles. Among the most popular choices is Victoria Falls Gin. This gin captures the essence of the iconic
Victoria Falls, celebrating the region's natural wonders and cultural heritage.

What sets Victoria Falls Gin apart is its steadfast dedication to empowering local communities, with a special focus on the
crucial role played by women in its production. Mamma O, a 62-year-old local resident, serves as an example of the
positive impact of this commitment. Her involvement in crafting Victoria Falls Gin not only provides her with a sustainable
source of income but also serves as an inspiration to others in her community.

"As the gin culture in Zimbabwe continues to evolve, we are thrilled to see Victoria Falls Gin at the forefront of this
movement. Our commitment to quality, sustainability, and community empowerment has resonated with consumers who
appreciate not just a great gin but also a meaningful story behind it," said Blessing Munyenyiwa, founder of Victoria Falls
Gin.
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Victoria Falls Gin is not the only player making waves in Zimbabwe's thriving gin market. Other notable contenders include
Seesu Gin, Zimbabwe Gin, and Mosi Gin, each contributing to the diversity and vibrancy of the local spirits scene.

Seesu Gin brings a unique blend of botanicals that reflect the richness of Zimbabwe's flora, creating a gin that is both
sophisticated and distinct. Zimbabwe Gin, with its nod to tradition and local ingredients, has gained popularity for its classic
yet authentic profile. Mosi Gin, inspired by the country's natural beauty, offers a refreshing and contemporary take on gin
that appeals to modern palates.

As Zimbabweans continue to embrace the diverse and evolving world of gins are not just beverages but stories that
celebrate the spirit of the nation.



As Victoria Falls Gin continues to carve its path to becoming the leading gin in Zimbabwe, it remains committed to
sustainability, community empowerment, and the celebration of local flavors. Join us in raising a glass to the journey so far
and the promising future ahead for Victoria Falls Gin.
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